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Motivation	  

•  Software vulnerabilities are main vector for 
attacks against the users 

•  Patching is critical 
–  Too many, users are bothered 
–  How to prioritize? 

•  Patches priorities by means of CVSS scores 
–  High score -> vulnerability is attacked 
–  Low score -> ignore for now 

•  Observation: Drive-by-downloads responsible for 
70% of infections [Google 2011] 
–  Cybercrime black markets trade very popular drive-

by-infection tools: Exploit kits 
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Our	  question(s)	  here	  

•  Are black markets relevant for the final user security? 
•  Does it make sense to use vulnerability information from 

the black markets to design patching policies? 

•  Two-steps: 
1.  Check for relevance of exploit kits vulnerabilities in the general 

attack scenario 
2.  Develop a model to estimate the reduction in risk by using a 

typical CVSS-based strategy and a BlackMarket-based 
strategy. 
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•  NVD: National vulnerability database, universe of 
vulnerabilities 
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•  WINE-DB: attacks delivered in the wild 
–  Collaboration with Symantec WINE data sharing programme 
–  600+ exploited vulnerabilities 
–  ~10^8 attacks recorded 
–  .. However, we have no data on users’ software configurations (other 

than the OS) 
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Data	  categorization	  

=	  542	  vulnerabili>es	  in	  WINE	  
	  	  	  121	  vulnerabili>es	  in	  EKITS	  



 
1. Observational analysis of 

data 
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Preliminary:	  Do	  ekits	  look	  interesting?	  (2)	  

•  Frac>on	  of	  aTacks	  driven	  by	  CVEs	  in	  EKITS	  according	  to	  
WINE	  

•  Rela>ve	  probability	  of	  receiving	  an	  aTack	  by	  means	  of	  
a	  vulnerability	  in	  EKITS	  rather	  than	  one	  NOT	  in	  EKITS	  
•  Breakdown	  by	  opera>ng	  system	  
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Preliminary	  conclusions	  

•  CVSS does a good job but leaves 40%+ of the attacks 
uncovered 

 
•  Vulnerabilities in exploit kits drive between 10% and 40% 

of attacks received by the final users 

•  Exploit kit vulnerabilities dominate the scenario for 
attacks against browsers and plugins 

•  Probability of exploitation of vulnerabilities in EKITS 
(121) is comparable to ~EKITS (421) 



 
2. Does it make sense to use 

vulnerability information from the black 
markets to design patching policies? 



The	  method	  

•  A patching strategy is like safe belt usage 
–  Does not assure you do not die in a car accident 
–  But decreases your chances of dying by X% 

(seatbelts: ~43% according to [Evans 1986]) 

•  We paraphrase and adapt Evans’ methodology 
–  Strategy to select vulnerability to be fixed -> wearing 

seatbelt 
–  You receive an attack -> you have a car crash 
–  You are not patched and get infected -> crash is fatal 



The	  method	  (1)	  

•  “Patching effectiveness” = decrease in attacks if 
policy A is enforced instead of policy B 
–  A = High risk vulnerabilities are patched 
–  B = Low risk vulnerabilities are patched 

•  CVSS case: 
A.  High risk = vulnerability has HIGH CVSS 
B.  Low risk = vulnerability has LOW+MEDIUM CVSS 

•  EKITS case: 
A.  High risk = vulnerability is in the black markets 
B.  Low risk = vulnerability is not in the black markets 



The	  method	  (2)	  

•  “If I were to enforce patching policy A, how many 
less attacks than with B would I receive?” 

•  General formulation: 

•  Two assumptions 
–  A user may be affected by any vulnerability in NVD 
–  WINE-DB includes all exploits in the wild, that can be used by 

any attacker with the same probability 

Pr(attack | risk.type = B) Pr(attack | risk.type = A)



Results:	  Effectiveness	  
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Conclusions	  

•  Cybercrime black markets are an 
important source of risk for the final user 

•  Active and efficient monitoring of the 
markets may lead to more efficient 
patching strategies 

•  Efficacy of patching strategies seems to 
vary with the “category” of the vulnerable 
software 
– There may be a need for “ad-hoc” policies for 

different software products 



Questions	  
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